Programmable engineering of a biosensing interface with tetrahedral DNA nanostructures for ultrasensitive DNA detection.
Self-assembled DNA nanostructures with precise sizes allow a programmable "soft lithography" approach to engineer the interface of electrochemical DNA sensors. By using millimeter-sized gold electrodes modified with several types of tetrahedral DNA nanostructures (TDNs) of different sizes, both the kinetics and thermodynamics of DNA hybridization were profoundly affected. Because each DNA probe is anchored on an individual TDN, its lateral spacing and interactions are finely tuned by the TDN size. By simply varying the size of the TDNs, the hybridization time was decreased and the hybridization efficiency was increased. More significantly, the detection limit for DNA detection was tuned over four orders of magnitude with differentially nanostructured electrodes, and achieved attomolar sensitivity with polymeric enzyme amplification.